Previous AutoML pruning works utilized individual layer features to automatically prune filters. We analyze the correlation for two layers from different blocks which have a short-cut structure. It is found that, in one block, the deeper layer has many redundant filters which can be represented by filters in the former layer so that it is necessary to take information from other layers into consideration in pruning. In this paper, a graph pruning approach is proposed, which views any deep model as a topology graph. Graph Prun-ingNet based on the graph convolution network is designed to automatically extract neighboring information for each node. To extract features from various topologies, Graph PruningNet is connected with Pruned Network by an individual fully connection layer for each node and jointly trained on a training dataset from scratch. Thus, we can obtain reasonable weights for any size of sub-network. We then search the best configuration of the Pruned Network by reinforcement learning. Different from previous work, we take the node features from well-trained Graph Prun-ingNet, instead of the hand-craft features, as the states in reinforcement learning. Compared with other AutoML pruning works, our method has achieved the state-of-the-art under same conditions on ImageNet-2012. The code will be released on GitHub.
Introduction
Deep convolution neural networks (Deep CNNs), such as ResNet, DenseNet, MobileNet [12, 29, 7, 13] etc., bring about the outstanding performance of computer vision applications, including object classification and localization, pedestrian and car detection. However, constrained by latency, energy and computation complexity, it is hard to ap-ply above superior networks to mobile phones, augmented reality devices and autonomous cars. Therefore, it is necessary to attain deep CNN models that can overcome these constraints, meanwhile, keep high accuracy.
Recent developments in network pruning can be divided into two main directions: weight pruning and filter pruning. Weight pruning directly removes values of weights in a filer, which can result in unstructured sparsity. This irregular structure makes it difficult to utilize mainstream computational architecture [32] . Accordingly, filter pruning directly deletes the whole selected filters and rebuilds a narrow model with regular structure. Therefore, filter pruning is more preferred to speed up the network and reduce the size of the model. Many recent works focus attention on filter pruning which directly discards the whole selected filters based on some human-defined rules [9, 5] . However, these rules cannot suit all models. For example, ResNet-50 has a residual connection while Vgg-19 [30] has not so that pruning these models based on the same rule is always suboptimal.
To obtain a compressed model without human-defined rule and domain expertise, some automatically pruning methods are proposed [8, 23, 37, 36] . Han [8] used reinforcement learning to automatically find pruning policy by the agent that takes features of each layer as input. The results of the reinforcement learning method surpass many human-craft pruning methods. Because the actor only obtains the features from an individual layer, it is still the lack of consideration for the overall network. Besides, it is not suitable for large-scale dataset, such as ImageNet-2012 [28] . In evaluation, it needs to iteratively train to recover the accuracy. To prune networks on large-scale dataset, Liu [23] and Yu [37, 36] proposed some one-shot architecture methods, which train a model that contains all sub-models. However, these methods still only focus on one layer in pruning. We take the 4th stage from Resnet-50 as an example and use Pearson Correlation [16] to measure the similarity between each layer in different stages. As illustrated in Figure. 1, the correlation between each layer is strong, especially for the layer with kernel size 3 × 3, which means that some filters can be represented by filters from other layers. For a convolution layer of which input is produced by the former convolution layer, it may obtain a sub-optimal solution if only considering individual layer information.
To solve this problem, we propose Graph Pruning for model compression which converts the model to an undirected topology graph to find the correlation between each layer. In the training phase, as MetaPruning [23] , the proposed approach can also automatically generate reasonable weights for the pruned layer. We view the whole network as a topology graph with nodes that represent layers in the network. Two nodes will be connected if they have information exchange. Different from previous methods that only consider information of one layer for each pruning, Graph PruningNet takes graph as input which contains global information of the network. Beneficial from well-trained Graph PruningNet, DDPG agent [20] can take more advantage of the relationship between each layer in the searching phase. Contributions. We have three contributions:
• We propose a graph pruning method to automatically find the filter relationship both in one layer and in the whole network. To the authors knowledge, it is the first time that the graph convolution [27] is applied to model compression.
• We combine Graph PruningNet with meta-learning for training and reinforcement learning for searching. Experiments on ImageNet-2012 [28] are carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
• Compared with other AutoML methods, Graph Prun-ingNet is more expert in pruning networks with shortcuts structure, such as Resnet serials, Densnet serials, and MobileNet-V2. Because short-cut structure contains many loops in a graph whose features can be easily extracted by the graph convolution.
Related Works
CNN Compression and Acceleration. The target of filter pruning methods [21, 10, 34, 14, 18] is to accelerate the inference of large neural networks by reducing the number of filters, simultaneously, keep high accuracy. Though the above methods achieve remarkable improvement for CNN compression, it still needs human-designed heuristics to guide pruning.
Graph Convolution Application. In the real world, many applications need to process non-Euclidean data, which cannot be effectively and thoroughly dealt with by normal CNNs. To extract useful features from non-Euclidean data, many graph convolution networks(GCNs) are proposed to provide well-suited solutions for non-Euclidean data processing. The reliability and effectiveness of GCNs attract greatly interest in using GCNs for a variety of applications, such as social networks [31] , model chemical molecule structures [33, 39] , recommendation engines [26, 35] and natural language processing [3, 24] . Until now, the graph convolution is still not applied in networks structure analysis. Modern deep CNNs with short-cut structure often contains complex edges. It can be viewed as a connected graph so that we can use GCNs to extract global information from the entire network structure.
AutoML Pruning for Model Compression.Recently, AutoML pruning methods [8, 23, 37, 36] have attracted a growing interest in automatically pruning for deep CNNs. Compared with pruning methods based on human-craft rule, AutoML pruning methods aim to search the best configuration without manual tuning. Our proposed Graph PruningNet also involves little human participation. Different from previous AutoML pruning methods, which only consider one layer information, we view whole pruned net- Figure 2 . (a) In training, the Graph PruningNet is connected with Pruned Network by an independent FC layer. Graph PruningNet takes a graph state that embeds node features as input and outputs embedding features that contains neighboring information for each node. Inputted by node embedding features, the FC layer outputs a set of weights where size is matched with the corresponding Conv layer. Than the reshape and crop operation on outputs of the FC layer to generate reasonable weights for Pruned Networks. (b) In searching, our DDPG agent receives embedding features from node ni and outputs a compression ratio of at. After the layer is compressed with at, the state of node ni will be changed by at, meanwhile, agent moves to the next node ni+1. If all nodes are pruned, the Pruned Networks will be evaluated on the validation dataset. Finally, this pruning will be recorded in the Experience Replay Buffer. Figure 3 . We use a topology graph to describe any short-cut structure model. In the graph, each node represents a type of operation, such as normal convolution, depth-wise convolution, add and concatenation.
works as a topology graph and use GCN to extract neighboring information for each node. Compared to previous Au-toML pruning methods [8, 23] , the graph pruning method can easily consider neighboring information in pruning and be compatible with other AutoML pruning methods.
Methodology
In this section, we first analyze the correlation between filters from different layers and take the 4th stage in Resnet-50 as an example. We find that filters from the neighboring layer have a strong correlation, which means that we need to take neighboring information into consideration in pruning.
To solve this problem, we propose our graph transformation method which can easily describe any CNN networks as a topology. For each node in the graph, some features are defined as embedding node features which is dynamically changed in the process of training and searching with different compression ratio. Further, Graph PruningNet which is based on the graph convolution network is introduced to automatically pruning filters in CNN networks.
In training, Graph PruningNet takes embedding node features as input, then extracts the higher dimensional features of the node based on the neighbor nodes. Each node and corresponding layer will be connected by an independent fully connection layer where output is assigned as weights for filters. Thus, this approach not only can quickly obtain the goodness of all size of target pruned networks but also fully consider neighboring information in pruning. In searching, we use DDPG [20] , a reinforcement learning method, to search the best compression ratio for each layer. The output of Graph PruningNet will be as the state for the actor and the critic.
Analysis of Filter Correlation
For many modern CNNs, the short-cut structure is not inevitable because of its depth. A block containing the shortcut structure can be formulated as
where x and y represent the input and output of this block respectively, F denotes all of the convolution operations in this block and W i is the wights of ith convolution. For deep layer, deep networks can be converted a shallow network by identity mapping, which means that eventually F (x, W i ) = 0 [7] . Although the short-cut structure accelerates the training of deep networks, it causes redundancy in the deep layer. To analyze filter correlation from differ-ent layers, we design a Pearson correlation matrix. Pearson correlation matrix P ∈ R m×n is generated by the features from two layers. Let two of the selected layers generate the feature maps F 1 ∈ R h×w×m and F 2 ∈ R h×w×m , where h, w, and m represent the height, width, and number of channels, respectively. We formulate the Pearson correlation matrix between the ith and the jth layer as
where x 1 , x 2 and W 1 , W 2 denote the input feature maps and weights of layer 1 and layer2, respectively, σ(·) represents standard deviation. By taking the 4th stage from Resnet-50 [7] as an example, Shown as Fig. 1 , we find that the convolution layer with kernel size 3 × 3 has a strong correlation with its neighboring layer, which means many filters in one layer can be represented by the filters in other layers. Hence, the neighboring information should be fully considered in pruning.
Graph Transformation
In this subsection, we propose a method that can easily gather neighbor information in pruning. we first introduce how to transform a neural network into a topology graph. Shown as Fig. 3 , the central idea of graph transformation is as follows: for convolution layer L i , it can be viewed as node n i in graph G, and edge e i,j exists if layer L i and L j are connected directly. For each node, it contains 7 features that characterize the state of node:
(type, in channels, out channels, stride, kernel, weight size, ratio)
type: the type of operation for each node. For simplicity, batchnormalization [15] and nonlinear(ReLu) [6] operation are ignored in graph so that the types of operation for modern CNNs are classified as normal convolution, depth-wise convolution, addition and concatenation.
in channels: the number of feature maps inputted to each node. It will be changed in training and searching by the multiplying ratio of this node.
out channels: the number of feature maps outputted by each node. It will be changed in training and searching by the multiplying ratio of the former node.
stride: the stride of convolution operation. It will be set to 0 if the type of operation is not convolution.
kernel: the kernel size of the convolution operation. it will be set to 1 if the type of operation is not convolution.
weight size: the product of the parameter dimension of each node. It will be set to 0 for the add and concatenation Figure 4 . Graph PruningNet consists of some GCN Blocks. Each GCN Block contains two GCN layer and short-cut structure to avoid over smooth [19] . type. In training and searing, it will be changed by the multiplying ratio of this node and the former node.
ratio: the compression ratio for each node. This feature will be given by a random uniform in the process of training. In the process of searching, it will be given by a DDPG agent.
For this graph G, its elements a i,j of adjacency matrix A can be defined by
To alleviate exploding/vanishing gradients [17] in GCN training, adjacency matrix A will be renormalized bŷ
whereÃ = A+I N and I N is identity matrix with N dimension.
Graph PruningNet
To obtain the neighboring information for each node, a Graph pruning network is constructed. The structure of the Graph PruningNet is given in Fig. 4 . We use residual GCN architecture [19] with some blocks which contain 2 graph convolution layers. The forward of each block can be simply described as
where W (0) ∈ R H×C , W (1) ∈ R C×F are the parameters of the first and second graph convolution layer respectively. Z ∈ R F ×N is the high-level feature map of the graph with N nodes. The nonlinear function ReLU, defined as max(0, x) with input x, is used. Inspired by the MetaPruning [23] , the Graph PruningNet, and the Pruned Networks are connected by a full connection(FC) layer so that the FC layer can provide reasonable weights for pruned layer. It is noted that the difference between our approach and MetaPruning is that we use outputs of Graph PruningNet which contains neighboring information as inputs of the FC layer rather than a human-defined individual layer feature. The embedding matrix of graph (c 1 , c 2 , ..., c l ), where c i ∈ R 1×7 denotes the embedding feature (3) of ith node, will be taken as input for Graph PruningNet G. Then the ith FC layer takes the embedding vector n i , where n i denotes the ith column of output with Graph PruningNet, as input to generate the weights W i of pruned layer:
(n 1 , n 2 , ..., n l ) = G(c 1 , c 2 , ..., c l )
Stochastic training. one Graph PruningNet for all pruned layers, we accumulate back-propagated gradients and update weights of Graph PruningNet afterward. By this way, Graph PruningNet can learn to extract high-level embedding features for each node while each FC layer can learn how to generate reasonable weights for each pruned layer.
DDPG searching. The searching detail is revealed in Fig. 2. (b) . After training Graph PruningNet and each FC layer, we can easily obtain the accuracy of trained Pruned Networks with any ratio list. However, we still need to find the ratio list that can construct the best Pruned Network under computational constraint. The DDPG algorithm, a reinforcement learning method, is used to search over ratio space. The reason why we use the reinforcement learning method rather than the evolutionary method is that: (1) In the training phase, we have well trained Graph PruningNet, which can extract neighboring features for each node. The features of each node can be viewed as the states in reinforcement learning. (2) Pruning each layer is a sequence decision, especially we take neighboring information as consideration.
We prune Pruned Networks layer by layer. For each layer, the actor takes corresponding node features as the state and outputs an action a ∈ [0, 1] where action denotes the compression ratio. Following previous AutoML works with reinforcement learning [8, 40, 4, 6] , each transition in an episode is (s i , a i , r, s i+1 ) will be saved in the experience replay buffer where the reward r and the state s i can be formulated as :
Experiments
The proposed Graph PruningNet is an expert in extracting features from the topology graph with many loops. Hence, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by pruning MobileNet V1 [12] , MobileNet V2 [29] and ResNet-50 [7] . Besides, as same as MetaPruning [23] , our approach does not involve iterative fine-tuning process in evaluation so that we can easily carry out all experiments on a large-scale dataset, ImageNet-2012 [28] , which has 1.28 million training images and 50k validation images of 1000 classes.
Experimental Settings
The whole process of pruning can be split into two stages. First, we jointly train the Graph PruningNet and the Pruned Network on the training dataset. After training, the well-trained Graph PruningNet will be used to produce state for the DDPG agent.
Training setting. On ImageNet-2012, we use the default parameter settings and data augmentation strategies following PyTorch [2] official examples. For training from scratch, the learning rate will be exponentially decayed for each epoch. Because of Stochastic training, it causes the problem of feature aggregation inconsistency [38] so that moving average statistics of means and variances in training image which computed in Batch Normalization [15] cannot be as means and variances in test image. Thus, as [37] , we privatize all batch normalization layers for different channel widths.
Searching setting. At first, 10k images randomly selected from training data are split into 5k/5k recalibration/validation. We construct the actor and critic, which simply consists of two FC layers, for the DDPG agent. To conduct a fair comparison with AMC [8] , the reinforcement learning settings are followed as [8] . Noise initialized as 0.5 and decayed after each episode exponentially is used to enhance exploration. In each searching step, we fix the ratio for all pruned layers and recalibrate the moving average statistics for all Batch Normalization layers on recalibration data.
After training and searching, we take the best configuration and corresponding weights to construct a new model. We then fine-tune the new model with 64 epochs to ensure its convergence.
MobileNet Pruning
MobileNet V1. A single-branch network, MobileNet V1, is pruned by the proposed approach. The topology graph of MobileNet V1 is quite simple, which consists of 27 nodes and 26 edges.
In each training batch, we randomly set a ratio r ∈ [0, 1] for each node and the graph feature map M ∈ R 27×7 will be changed by corresponding ratio r. Then, Graph Prun-ingNet generates a higher dimensional graph feature map H ∈ R 27×64 . The ith FC layer takes embedding features H[i] as input and generates a vector L ∈ R 1×Cout×Cin×K 2 where C o ut, C i n and K denote the number of out channels and in channels, the kernel size of the ith Pruned layer. At last, we crop and reshape L to (C out ×r i , C in ×r i−1 , K, K) as the resonable weights for Pruned layer.
In searching, we also randomly set ratio r for each node at the first 100 episodes to warm up. After warming up, the DDPG agent takes H[i] and outputs ratio r to prune the ith layer, meanwhile, graph feature map M is dynamically changed with ratio r. It is noted that we only prune the point-wise convolution and the ratio of depth-wise convolution will be set as same as the ratio of its former convolution.
MobileNet V2. We prune MobileNet V2, a highly compact network consisting of depth-wise convolution and point-wise convolution layers. As Fig. 5 (a) , we use a topology graph that contains 62 nodes and 71 edges to represent the MobileNet V2. The process of training and searching is like pruning on MobileNet V1. Different from MobileNet V1, MobileNet V2 has a short-cut structure for Block that is no downsampling. Not the same with [9, 22, 25, 11] , we also prune the projection shortcuts by sharing ratio r for pruned layer where output is directly connected with a shortcut.
We compare our method with some state-of-the-art Au-toML based methods. The results of comparison on Mo-bileNet V1 and V2 is shown in Table 1 . For MobileNet V1, graph pruning with fine-tuning achieves the same top-1 accuracy with AMC under FLOPs 285M, but our method achieves the state-of-the-art which boosts 0.3% top-1 accuracy with MetaPruning when the model size is as small as 41M FLOPs. For MobileNet V2, Because it contains many short-cut structures of which information can be extracted by Graph PruningNet, our method gains improvement over MetaPruning by 0.6% under 43M FLOPs.
To evaluate the realistic acceleration, we measure the forward time of the Prune Network on one TITAN Xp GPU. The results of MobileNet V1/V2 are shown in Table  2/Table 3 . Under the same compression ratio, our method keeps the close or better inference time but obtains better top-1 accuracy.
ResNet-50 Pruning
ResNet-50 consists of four stages which is stacked by some Blocks which consists of a 1 × 1 convolution, a Table 1 . Results of ImageNet classification. We show the top-1 accuracy of each method under the same or closed FLOPs. "Finetune" indicates whether to finetune Prune Network after searching. We use " to denote finetuned after searching and "×" denote not.
Pruned Network
Method Finetune top-1 acc.(%) FLOPs Baseline [12] × 68.4 325M AMC [8] 70.5 285M Slimmable Network [38] 69.5 325M MetaPruning [23] 70.4 281M AutoSlim [36] 67 to its short-cut structure in Bottlenecks, many filters in 3 × 3 convolution is redundant and can be represented by filters in other convolution. Thus, we prune the projection shortcuts as we pruned on MobileNet V2. Different from MobileNet V2, Block with stride = 2 in ResNet-50 has an extra 1 × 1 convolution in residual path. To keep a number of channels the same for adding operation at last of Block, we share the one ratio for the extra convolution and the last convolution.
We test our graph pruning method on ResNet-50 with pruning rates 0.5 and 0.25. The comparison of results with other AutoML methods is revealed in Table I , graph pruning method outperforms previous methods again. Compared with Slimmable Network [38] , another one-shot model that is trained with the same ratio for all layers, it is noted that graph pruning without fine-tuning has comparable results under low FLOPs condition. It is maybe caused by that ratio for each layer, which has to be chosen in a small range to satisfy the FLOPs constraint, which is very close to the ratio in Slimmable Network.
Results Visualization and Disscussion
We visualize the best configuration of Pruned Networks to know more about what the DDPG agent learned.
MobileNet V1. We first analyze the best configuration of MobileNet V1. Block in MobileNet V1 contains a 3 × 3 depth-wise convolution and a 1 × 1 point-wise convolution which has no short-cut structure. We show the best configuration of out channels for each block in Fig. 6 . It is found that convolution with stride = 2 keeps more channels which has been mentioned in [23] . Besides, more channels are kept in deep layers when pruning less.
MobileNet V2. A Block from MobileNet V2 consists of a 1 × 1 point-wise convolution, a 3 × 3 depth-wise convolution and a 1 × 1 point-wise convolution, which has a shortcut structure when stride = 1. By extracting the number of channels from middle convolution in each Block, as shown in Fig. 7 , a similar phenomenon is found that more channels are kept in convolution with stride = 2 and deep layer. Compared with [23] , our method keeps more channels when stride = 2 and prunes more aggressively on other layers. As we analysis in subsection 3.1, the short-cut structure causes redundancy. The Block with stride = 2 in MobileNet V2 dose not have short cut yet so that it contains less redundant filters than others.
ResNet-50. As same as the analysis of MobileNet V2, we also extract the number of channels from middle convolution in each Block. Different from the Block in MobileNet V2, every Block in ResNet-50 has short-cut structure and contains an extra 1 × 1 convolution when stride = 2. The best configurations under different FLOPs constraints are revealed in Fig. 8 , we find that the agent has learned the policy that more channels are kept in deep layer.
Discussion. Here we discuss the regular pattern of pruning results for MobileNet V1/V2 and ResNet-50.
As Figs. 6-8, all of these pruned networks keep more channels in deep layer. This phenomenon also exists in many other AutoML pruning methods [8, 23, 36] . Liu [23] suspected that it is caused by the number of classifiers for the ImageNet dataset which contains 1000 classes. However, in AMC [8] , more channels are also kept in deep layers when searching on CIFAR-10 [1] dataset which only contains 10 classes. Hence, we explain it from the perspective of the original Pruned structure . As we all know, the resolution of the input picture is very large so that we cannot set large channel numbers in the shallow layer because of GPU memory constraint. To solve this problem, modern deep CNN models [29, 7, 13] are designed deep but narrow, which means the deep layer has more channels than the shallow layer. We cannot prune deep layers excessively to ensure the sufficient feature map for the whole network.
Besides, the policy that the agent has learned is more preferred to keep channels in layers with stride = 2. Convolution operation with stride = 2 will shrink the resolution of feature maps. The shrink in the size of the feature map leads to spatial information transform so that the filter correlation are also reduced. As Shown in Fig. 1. (a) and (b) , the correlation of feature map is significantly reduced after feature map is processed by convolution layer with stride = 2. Thus, it is reasonable that the policy keeps more channels in layer with stride = 2.
Ablation Study
In this part, we demonstrate the effectiveness of graph pruning method by comparison with three methods:
• Our method proposed in this paper. Using Graph PruningNet to extract node embedding features as the current state for the DDPG agent in the searching phase.
• Modified method from AMC. Using initial node embedding features (3) as the current state for the DDPG agent in the searching phase.
• Envolutionary algorithm from MetaPruning. Directly set a list of ratios for the Pruned Network in each episode. Using an evolutionary search algorithm to search the best structure of Pruned Network.
For fair comparison, Graph PruningNet is applied in stochastic training and directly assign reasonable weights for each pruned layer in searching. The DDPG agent and gene in the evolutionary algorithm will be updated after 100 episodes. From Fig. 9 , we find that the evolutionary algorithm gets convergence within 20 episodes, however, it cannot find the best structure for Prune Network where the best of top-1 accuracy achieves only 53.1%. The DDPG methods get convergence within 40 episodes and the AMC method which achieves 54.8% is exceeded by graph pruning method which achieves 57.2%.
Moreover, we make a discussion about the above results. Pruning is a kind of sequence decision, which means the number of filters to be pruned in this layer is dependency on the number of filters reserved in the former layer. However, the evolutionary algorithm cannot take this factor into account so that it obtains a sub-optimal structure of the Prune Network. Besides, in reinforcement learning, states have a profound impact on the decision made by the agent. The agent in the graph pruning method can take more exhaustive states than the agent in AMC. In that case, graph pruning achieves much higher accuracy in the searching phase.
Conclution and Future Work
In this paper, we analyze the correlation between different layers and find that some filters in different layers also have a strong correlation. To consider neighboring information in pruning, we introduced a graph pruning method that takes a layer of both individual and neighborhood information into consideration. Compared with other AutoML methods on ImageNet-2012, our method achieves better or comparable results. However, Graph PruningNet with an independent FC layer for each node results in many parameters. Hence, the graph pruning method may not be easily applied in large-scale models because of memory constraints. In future work, we plan to work on how to shrink the size of Graph PruningNet so that we can apply graph pruning in other tasks, such as object detection, reinforcement learning, and human skeleton recognition.
